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Address Doralco - Architectural Metals 
5919 W. 118th Street  
Alsip, IL 60803 

Country USA

State Illinois

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our attractive glass door systems are for all glass doors and glass walls. The glass provides a modern look and feel and adds a touch of class to the
building decor. These glass door systems are prevalent in malls, offices, medical and hospitality buildings because of their aesthetically pleasing look
of elegance. Glass sliding walls and top hung sliding doors are one of the nicest entry doors you can install in a business. They come with a variety of
opening and closing hardware choices to customize the look specific to your needs.

The world´s smallest dry glaze glass door rails!

Herculite Doors are also known as frameless glass doors. These attractive doors are pure glass, handles and glass door rails. These herculite doors
are prevalent in malls, offices and hospitality buildings because of their aesthetically pleasing look of elegance. Herculite doors are one of the nicest
entry doors you can install in a business. Our glass door rails come with a variety of opening and closing hardware choices to customize the look
specific to your needs.

Glass is more visible
Multiple size options
Any finish desired
Ships in 2 days
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